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The five books under review here are welcome additions to the existing but scarce 
published research on women writers and artists from the Portuguese-speaking world. 
They all identify ways in which women’s cultural production has consistently been 
suppressed by dominant patriarchal (and in two cases colonial) society, but how lone 
voices (and a paintbrush) have persisted and created, and made sure their voices can 
be heard (and seen). Both Chatarina Edfeldt and Anna Klobucka comment on the 
fact that a considerably larger amount of academic and critical attention (in the form 
of university courses, theses and monographs, never mind the awarding of prizes and 
grants) has been paid to the work of women writing in Portuguese from outside the 
countries where they publish their work, than from at home.1 Paradoxically, within 
Portugal especially, research into women’s writing or feminism has tended to develop 
within departments of English and American studies, focusing on Anglo-American 
writers rather than Lusitanian talent (Klobucka 2009: 26). Research into Brazilian 
women’s literature from home and abroad is more plentiful, as Cristina Ferreira-
Pinto’s introductory chapter and bibliography show, and nationwide research groups, 
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such as the ‘Seminário nacional literatura e mulher’ [‘National seminar on women 
and literature’] and the ‘Fazendo gênero’ [‘Making/doing gender’] project, generate 
large academic conferences about women’s writing in general. In Portugal, as Edfeldt 
shows, literary histories and dictionaries have marginalized women writers or excluded 
them from the canon or marginalized them altogether, effectively controlling the 
general reader’s perception of any kind of tradition of women’s writing in the country.

African women who write in Portuguese are active in writers’ associations in 
their own countries, but less known beyond those borders, probably because of the 
relatively small numbers of published writers, male and/or female, from Angola, Cabo 
Verde, Guinea-Bissau and Mozambique, but also due to lower literacy rates in women 
in those countries. Hilary Owen (2007: 22) comments that a further complication 
is that women are inevitably associated with oral literary traditions (‘bound to the 
primary nostalgia of the oral sphere’), and thereby exoticized ‘both in African and 
metropolitan literary criticism, marginalizing Mozambican women’s writing from 
the “properly” literary sphere by regarding it in terms of spontaneity, intuition, and 
collective oral memory’ (22). Their works are referred to in surveys of lusophone 
African literature (Chabal et al. 1996 and Jamba 1997), but rarely, if ever, are the 
works of African women who write in Portuguese considered alongside anglophone 
and francophone texts in studies of African women’s writing in general (Stratton 
1994 or Nfah-Abbenyi 1997), despite the fact that translations are available in 
English. Against this background of relative neglect, Hilary Owen’s groundbreaking 
study of four women writers from Mozambique is not only revealing, but extremely 
important for the field of research into African women’s writing as a whole, as well 
as for its critical re-evaluation of the intersections of gender and postcolonial studies.

Although they will be discussed separately, and in order of publication, I will also 
comment on areas of overlap between these five volumes. They all deal with the way 
women have struggled to express their identities against a general background of 
traditional patriarchal oppression, whether the specific evils of Portuguese colonial 
rule, the bloody civil war in Mozambique, the discriminatory social codes and 
religious doctrines upheld under Salazar’s government of Portugal (1932–74), or, in 
Edfeldt’s case, the paternalist cronyism of the Portuguese literary world. The other 
four authors analyse the strategies employed by women to assert their identities as 
creators and artists in their own right, no longer inhibited by their gender but instead 
celebrating it. 

Maria Manuel Lisboa’s book about the artist Paula Rego might seem anomalous 
to this collection of studies of lusophone literature. However, the painter’s works 
are strongly influenced by literature, from fairy tales to classical novels, and her 
techniques to destabilize preconceived ideas have much in common with those 
employed by some of the writers studied in the books under review, particularly the 
use of the grotesque and the erotic. Lisboa does not hide the fact that her credentials 
are those of a literary critic but in fact she proves how useful these skills can be when 
analysing pictures that are packed with cultural allusions. She brings to the images 
the eye of a close reader, attentive to scale, colour and composition, alert to symbols, 
and armed with an intimate knowledge of Portuguese history, culture and literature. 
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She interprets Rego’s paintings with close attention to the portrayal of sexual politics, 
using feminist and psychoanalytical theory (Gilbert and Gubar, Kristeva, Freud), to 
explain the figures, myths and proverbs that haunt the artist; indeed, she follows an 
interpretative practice that seeks to ‘emulate what I believe to be Paula Rego’s own 
drive in painting: to recover repressed, unauthorised or untold stories, and to bring 
to light the mechanisms of overt and covert doctrines’ (Lisboa 2003: 19).

This critic’s detailed decoding of the intertextual links in the paintings (to 
Portuguese legends, proverbs, educational books for children, fashions, ‘fascist-
flavoured’ [11] propaganda for the Estado Novo [New State] regime) unveil a 
new dimension to the paintings for the uninformed spectator. References to and 
quotations from classic works of Portuguese literature illustrate the points made; 
not just the 1875 novel by Eça de Queirós that inspired the ‘The Sin of Father 
Amaro’ series, but apposite quotes from Miguel Torga, Fernando Pessoa, Vitorino 
Nemésio, Almeida Faria and Luís de Camões which reinforce the Lusitanian context. 
In a similar way, comparisons with the paintings by ‘Old Masters’ like Vermeer, 
Murillo, Ingres and Rubens, to name but a few, highlight Rego’s iconoclasm and 
originality (‘morality with wit and also very much with a twist’ [188]) in her versions 
of the Annunciation and other biblical scenes, myths (like Leda and the swan), iconic 
moments in Portuguese history (men taking leave of their families to expand the 
empire overseas, or fight for it) and the classic nude (as opposed to the pornographic). 
Furthermore, the literary-inspired paintings are themselves critical readings of the 
original texts, functioning as Rego’s visual interpretations of characters and episodes 
which offer challenging alternatives to the standard views.

The book consists of four chapters, in which the paintings are categorized into 
thematic series, studied chronologically: the ‘Girl and dog’ and ‘Family’ series from 
the 1980s, and the ‘The Sin of Father Amaro’ pastels (1997–8) and the untitled 
abortion series (1998–9). The late twentieth century is the period in which 

the dimension of the personal and the familial infiltrated her political and ideologising 
preoccupation with Portuguese national life. One of the paradoxes of Paula Rego’s work 
when looked at chronologically is that her confrontation with the patriarchal, clerical 
and political interests of pre-democracy Portugal became more intense in the decades 
following the advent of democracy in 1974; a time when historically, though not, it 
would seem, for the artist, the spectre of dictatorship had been laid to rest. (15) 

Acknowledging the debates about New Historicism, Lisboa comments that in Rego’s 
works, the personal and the political become intertwined in a highly original way: 
Rego is therefore a ‘counterhistorian’ (2), in whose paintings ‘the political is translated 
back into the immediately accessible vocabulary of the personal: history is paraphrased 
in images drawn from domestic life, and national politics finds expression through 
the familiar lexicon of interpersonal relations’ (2). The critic thus seeks to restore 
‘historical meaning to the works, such that history is made central to the art’ (19). 
This intermingling of home (personal) and nation, along with the reversal of roles 
(particularly gender), the strange interaction between humans and animals, and the 
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ambiguous nature of what is actually happening, all combine towards the general 
disturbing effect.

Lisboa avoids reading the paintings as purely autobiographical, although 
‘conversations with the artist’ are the sources for some clarification, but sees them 
more as the expression of Rego’s anger and frustration targeting the repression and 
control of women, particularly of their reproductive function, by the Church and 
State, especially under the dictatorship of Salazar, but also persisting, destructively, 
into the twenty-first century in attitudes and behaviour, despite the hopes generated by 
the 1974 Revolution. The critic highlights and applauds the painter’s ‘disrespectful’, 
‘destabilising’ and violently anarchic attitude (91), calling her a ‘hit-and-run artist’ 
(92), ‘a Bluebeard in drag’ (197).

Many of the tactics used figuratively by Rego to question stereotypes and traditional 
gender roles were also adopted by Brazilian women writers of the 1980s and 1990s, 
in the aftermath of Brazil’s military dictatorship. Like the Portuguese painter they felt 
the need to create a ‘counterideological discourse’ (Ferreira-Pinto 2004: 3), which, 
Cristina Ferreira-Pinto argues, would combat the mythical categories of womanhood 
established in the canonical literary texts of the nineteenth century: the angelic white 
wife, the mulatta ‘tropical femme fatale’ (16) ‘the childish woman as a synonym for 
“being feminine”; the invisibility of the middle-aged and elderly woman; the sexuality 
of the working-class woman and of the woman of color as being easily negotiable; 
and similar devices’ (35). The first chapter of Ferreira-Pinto’s Gender, Discourse and 
Desire in Twentieth-Century Brazilian Women’s Writing (2004) examines the female 
characters portrayed in four canonical novels which shaped Brazilian attitudes to 
women: Manuel Antônio de Almeida’s Memórias de um sargento de milícias (1853) 
[Memoirs of a Militia Sergeant], José de Alencar’s Iracema (1865), Aluísio de Azevedo’s 
O cortiço (1890) [The Slum] and Machado de Assis’s Dom Casmurro (1899). Once 
she has determined what women writers were up against, the critic elaborates on 
the literary devices they have used to strike out in search of their own identity: the 
gothic, grotesque, erotic, fantastic and the representation of lesbian desire. The book 
is structured thematically according to these genres, enabling the author to focus on 
one or more writers and a number of texts, although some authors (Márcia Denser, 
Sonia Coutinho, Lygia Fagundes Telles) are studied in more than one chapter and 
Coutinho has a whole chapter to herself, which makes the text a little uneven. To 
reinforce the arguments it might have been useful to study a similar number of 
authors and texts in each chapter, and to present the authors and the socio-historical 
background of production and reception in more detail before moving on to the close 
readings.2 It is refreshing, however, to see neglected writers celebrated, rather than the 
‘usual suspects’ (Clarice Lispector, Rachel de Queiroz): Myriam Campello, Márcia 
Denser and Edla Van Steen, for example, as well as their precursor Gilka Machado 
(1893–1980).

Ferreira-Pinto strengthens her readings with reference to classic works of criticism 
(Mary Russo on the grotesque, Todorov on the fantastic, Bataille on the erotic). 
Thus each chapter can be seen as instructive of a different literary critical skill: 
Chapter 5 shows how to do a queer reading, for example, of short stories by Edla 
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Van Steen, Lygia Fagundes Telles and Sonia Coutinho. These practical applications 
of the theoretical make the book ideal as the basis of a university course on Brazilian 
women’s writing and literary theory. The majority of the texts studied have already 
been published in English translation, even if the authors are not part of the canon. 
This accessibility, together with the introductions to canonical texts by male authors 
in Chapter 1, makes it clear that the intended reader has little if any knowledge of 
Brazilian literature or history, although there is also much of interest to the informed 
reader.

Gender, Discourse, and Desire focuses precisely on Brazilian women writers’ search 
for a discourse with which to assert their gender and voice their desire, in order ‘to 
achieve new forms of representation of the female body’, which are achieved through 
the ‘characterization of women based on racial features and class hierarchy, marriage, 
motherhood, and aging’ (4). It would be useful to compare some of the works studied 
with erotic fiction by contemporary male writers, to see how revolutionary and 
‘counterideological’ the women writers are, and also to examine the way the women 
writers describe male bodies erotically. Ferreira-Pinto briefly mentions Jorge Amado’s 
character Gabriela, who can be considered both a male fantasy and a feminist, but 
goes no further.3 Nonetheless, this 2004 study provides plenty of examples of late 
twentieth-century women writers who were bold enough to express their desire and 
pave the way for the next generation, such as the authors included in the anthology 
25 mulheres que estão fazendo a literatura brasileira (Ruffato 2004) [25 Women who are 
Creating Brazilian Literature], published, coincidentally, in the same year.

Chatarina Edfeldt’s Uma história na História (2006) [A Story within History] 
is based closely on her doctoral thesis, the result of six years of research into the 
representation of women authors in Portuguese literary history. Its importance 
was recognized by the Comissão Para a Igualdade e Para os Direitos das Mulheres 
[Commission for Equality and Women’s Rights], who awarded it a prize that helped 
to fund its publication, along with the sponsorship of the Municipal Council of 
Montijo (a town in Greater Lisbon). It is perhaps fitting that a book that documents 
the consistent exclusion of women writers from the literary canon should be published 
not by a mainstream publishing house, but on a very small, local scale, with a print 
run of 500 copies for the first edition.

Edfeldt’s research is a thorough analysis of the most respected Portuguese literary 
histories and dictionaries of literature published in the twentieth century in an 
attempt to discover why it has been so difficult for women authors to be awarded the 
‘reconhecimento e consagração’ (Edfeldt 2006: 19) [‘recognition and prestige’] that 
their inclusion there would indicate.4 The book consists of seven chapters: the first 
two set out aims and objectives and describe the corpus to be studied, and present the 
methodology and theory that is to be used, including definitions and an explanation 
of the role of ideology in the construction of literary history. Chapter 3, ‘Tratadas à 
parte’ (73) [‘Treated separately’], looks systematically at each text in the corpus to see 
a woman’s place in Portuguese literary histories. Chapter 4 looks at women’s writing 
before and after the 1950s, particularly the ‘boom’ of the 1920s, when there were 
enough poetisas [poetesses – a slightly derogative and patronizing term in Portuguese] 
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to fill an anthology: 106 of them. Chapter 5 shows how women were refused entry to 
the literary movements of modernism and beyond (although even Fernando Pessoa 
had a female heteronym), because their works were seen as incompatible. Edfeldt 
identifies a lineage of ‘isms’ and a narrative of evolution of literary movements, 
created homosocially between male authors, historians and critics, ignoring the fact 
that women were writing and publishing. Chapter 6 develops the idea of evolution, 
but to illustrate that constructing a genealogy of women writers is almost impossible, 
if the official histories are to be believed.5 Edfeldt quotes Virginia Woolf’s notion of 
the ‘extraordinary woman’ on the fringes of established literary groups, whose very 
isolation paradoxically granted her a certain amount of freedom. Finally, Chapter 7 
tackles the terminology used to describe women’s writing in literary histories: it is 
feminine, emancipated, but certainly not feminist.

Edfeldt’s research is crisply scientific in its investigation of the evidence and 
constitutes an implicit challenge to the Portuguese academy to redress the balance, 
shift the goalposts and acknowledge the existence and quality of women’s writing 
now and in the past. Her work is so carefully founded in theory and so meticulously 
undertaken, with such concrete examples, that its findings are undeniable. The thesis 
format of chapters divided into sections and the technical, introductory nature of the 
first two chapters emphasize that this is a case study, but its relevance to arguments 
about the inferiority and specific characteristics (for which read ‘weaknesses’) 
of women’s writing that are still asserted today (as will be seen when discussing 
Klobucka’s book) make it an extremely important resource. Furthermore, Edfeldt 
ends her study with a ten page list of women writers who published between 1900 
and 1950 and who have not been included in the literary histories, showing just how 
much work there is to be done.6

The last two books under review are pioneering texts that, following on from 
Edfeldt, question the ways that women writing in Portuguese have been read and 
categorized. Hilary Owen’s Mother Africa, Father Marx (2007) discusses the works of 
four Mozambican women writers ‘for whom gender, independence, and nationhood 
have been central literary and political concerns’ (16): Noémia de Sousa (1923–
2003), Lina Magaia (1945–), Lília Momplé (1935–) and Paulina Chiziane (1955–). 
Their works span the period of Mozambican history ‘between the birth of cultural 
nationalism in the late 1940s and the post-Marxist transition to capitalist democracy 
at the end of the twentieth century’ (16), and portray the country under Portuguese 
colonial rule, in the throes of civil war and the uneasy neocolonial peace after 2002, 
almost always from the perspective of female characters. Owen’s study shows how 
these works ‘write back’ against colonial rule, Marxist machismo, Catholic imperatives, 
and tribal customs (like polygamy or lobolo – bride price). They also help to illustrate 
very effectively some of the gaps in classic postcolonial theory (as set out by Homi 
Bhabha, Boaventura de Sousa Santos, Fredric Jameson), which neglects to consider 
the woman’s point of view. Owen uses arguments set forth by Anne McClintock, 
Nira Yuval-Davis and Glória Andalzúa to discuss women’s relationship to nationhood 
and ways in which Mozambican women writers can ‘make gender difference signify 
as a meaningful, political difference that can take account of patriarchal hierarchies, 
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rather than merely casting women as the hyper-embodied mediators of difference 
itself, including [...] the “difference” of Portuguese postcolonialism’ (31).

The writers do this by various means: deconstructing the myth of Mother Africa, 
the Black Mother, ‘fetishistic mythologies of maternalism’ (130), ‘allowing female 
sexual desire to speak on its own terms’ (128), questioning the territorialization of 
the female body as representative of the nation, and destabilizing through violence 
the supposedly safe space of the household or home. Chiziane, who has published 
four novels to date and is the best known woman writer in Mozambique today, 
even dares to turn the tables on Mozambican men, rewriting the conventional 
mediation of women’s national identity through marriage and sexual relations ‘in 
order to challenge the masculinization of Mozambique’s post-colonial unity’ (200) 
that unsettlingly echoes the lusotropicalist project of ‘sexualized racial fusion’ (201) 
practised by the Portuguese colonizers. 

Owen’s sophisticated readings of these highly charged, passionate texts, are 
revealing and instructive in multiple ways. Alongside her subjects she identifies 
and criticizes the mechanisms that have oppressed women, and women writers. 
Particularly interesting is the archival research that underpins the text: from de 
Sousa’s early consciousness-raising articles and exchanges in the letters sections in the 
pages of the newspaper O brado africano [The African Cry] from the 1940s and 1950s, 
to news reports about the murders which inspired Momplé’s novella Neighbours and 
literary criticism from contemporary journals like Proler and Maderazinco (online). 
Beyond the benefit of bringing these writers to the attention of anglophone readers, 
Mother Africa, Father Marx offers a history of Mozambique’s transition to democracy 
and an in-depth discussion of postcolonial theory’s need to absorb the issue of gender. 
Furthermore, it summarizes historical (Gilberto Freyre) and current debates on 
colonialism and postcolonial theory in Portugal (Boaventura de Sousa Santos, Miguel 
Vale de Almeida, Margarida Calafate Ribeiro and Ana Paula Ferreira), making it a 
valuable source book on all counts.

Anna Klobucka’s O formato mulher: a emergência da autoria feminina na poesia 
portuguesa (2009) [The Woman’s Format: The Emergence of Female Authorship in 
Portuguese Poetry] began life as the author’s doctoral thesis, which she defended in 
1993. It focuses on six trailblazing poets who assert their subject position as female, 
examining their metapoetics and the context in which their works have been received. 
Klobucka thus builds on the work of Edfeldt to show how critics are inevitably 
unfavourably biased in their assessment of literature that they know is authored by a 
woman. She demonstrates how the most famous poet of the modernist era, Florbela 
Espanca (1894–1930), was always considered ‘mulher antes de mais nada’ (Klobucka 
2009: 75) [‘first and foremost a woman’], and became, because of her unconventional 
lifestyle (three husbands, suicide) that was inevitably seen to directly inspire the 
passion and desire that infuses her poetry, a ‘personagem’ (81) [‘character’] rather 
than an author. The well-respected writer from the next generation, Sophia de Mello 
Breyner Andresen (1919–2004), however, whose typically ‘anticonfessional’ (147) 
poems often lack subject pronouns that might identify them as expressing personal/
female experience, was inevitably regarded as ‘poeta antes de mais nada’ (75) [‘first 
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and foremost a poet’]. Klobucka states that her aim, then, is to discuss ‘as relações 
entre a sexualidade marcada pela diferença e a textualidade marcada pelo sexo’ (78) 
[‘the relationships between sexuality marked by difference and textuality marked by 
sex’], to make readers more aware of how they read and to try to avoid making 
essentialist judgements.

The comprehensive introductory chapter is grounded in critical theory as well 
as Anglo-American and French feminist theories (from Virginia Woolf to Luce 
Irigaray and Gayatri Chakravorty Spivak), which have contributed so much to 
contemporary readings of works by women. Klobucka argues her case elegantly, 
always providing theoretical and textual evidence, politely pointing out discrepancies 
in arguments and giving her own alternatives and solutions, which make for much 
more convincing readings. The study is divided into four further chapters which 
cogently and thoroughly examine the works of Espanca and Andresen (separately, 
because of their singular importance in Portuguese literary history); Maria Teresa 
Horta and Luísa Neto Jorge, who were on the fringes of the experimental poetry scene 
of the early 1960s; and the younger generation, represented by Adília Lopes and Ana 
Luísa Amaral, whose work dialogues intertextually with earlier generations of women 
writers especially with regard to the creative process.

Klobucka reviews not only the poetry and its critical reception, but interviews 
and correspondence, which reveal, for example, Florbela’s anxieties at the quality 
of her own work in comparison to what she considered great poetry, and Sophia’s 
annoyance at being interrupted when she was trying to write (292). Horta and Jorge 
foreground the body, the house and the city and unashamedly express their female 
specificity. Lopes and Amaral, however, set postmodern traps for any reader keen to 
find stereotypical markers of femininity: the former constructing an alter ego ‘freira 
poetisa barroca’ (284) [‘baroque nun-poetess’] who distracts us while she weaves 
clever intertextual webs; the latter’s domestic settings (the kitchen, the home) readable 
as ‘a woman’s place’ or, alternatively, an ambiguous space of creation: crumbs and 
‘cebolas perturbantes’ (293–4) [‘disturbing onions’] are not what they seem but 
representative of much more, not unlike the unexpected objects that appear in Paula 
Rego’s paintings. All that is missing from this masterful, important work, is an index 
to help navigate the 300 pages.

These five books will surely inspire further research into women’s creative 
endeavours from around the Portuguese-speaking world, and help to ensure that 
their works are appreciated on equal terms with those of their male counterparts.

Notes
 1. The selection of recently published research reviewed in this article highlights the 

aforementioned transnational aspect of women’s literary studies in Portuguese-speaking 
countries, because it consists of a Portuguese woman based in the U.K. writing about a 
Portuguese artist also based in the U.K., a Brazilian woman based in the U.S. writing 
about Brazilian literature, a Swedish woman writing about Portuguese literary history, 
a British woman writing about Mozambican authors, and a Polish woman based in the 
U.S. writing about Portuguese women poets, respectively. I myself am a British specialist 
in lusophone women’s writing.
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 2. It was surprising that there is no biographical information about Gilka Machado’s quite 
conventional life (when compared with her poetry), or any comment about the fact that 
As mulheres de Tijucopapo [The Women of Tijucopapo] was Marilene Felinto’s début, 
published in 1982 when she was twenty-five years old, and that it won the prestigious 
Jabuti Prize for Literature. Sonia Coutinho’s life and career, however, are summarized at 
the beginning of Chapter 4.

 3. Neither is there reference to the eroticism at the heart of Gilberto Freyre’s theory of 
lusotropicalism which, correct or not, was crucial in shaping Brazilian intellectual 
history about the relationships between the sexes, classes and races, and emphasized the 
importance of sex to the colonial mission and the construction of the nation.

 4. Darlene Sadlier commented on the relative absence of women on the literary scene and 
the difficulty they had in being taken seriously and getting published in the very title of 
her 1989 volume on Portuguese women writers: The Question of How (1989).

 5. The forthcoming volume Antigone’s Daughters? Gender, Genealogy and the Politics of 
Authorship in Twentieth-Century Portuguese Women’s Writing, by Hilary Owen and 
Cláudia Pazos Alonso, deals specifically with the apparent lack of genealogy for women 
writers in Portugal.

 6. Ana Paula Ferreira’s A urgência de contar (2000) [The Urge to Tell] collected together short 
stories by Portuguese women writers who were popular in the 1940s and are forgotten 
today. Work is underway to ‘rescue’ and recognize lost women writers from the sixteenth, 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries at the University of Lisbon, under the coordination 
of Teresa Sousa de Almeida, Vanda Anastácio and Pedro Sena-Lino. A similar project 
run by Kirsty Hooper (University of Liverpool) to create a bio-bibliographical database 
of Spanish women intellectuals 1890–1920 is accessible online: see http://pcwww.liv.
ac.uk/~chomik/2home.html. There are undoubtedly many other such endeavours taking 
place around the world.
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